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ED IT O RIAL D E PA R T M EN T N O T E
Management in American business is constantly groping for su ccessfu l methods and policies in the hope that
those things which work well in one organization will
work equ ally well in a nother. Fa r too often these ma tters a re looked at as the tools of an artisan without a
sufficient realization of the human and personal difficulties that are present in every bu siness situ ation. It is one
thing to understand the sound principles of any plan or
policy of management and quite another to follow
throu gh on a successful installation of it. T he subject
of incentives is in tha t sta te of development in certain of
its a spects where it is look ed u pon by some a s a welcome
cure -all and by others as a dangerous practice. In the
middle grou nd a re the real thinkers on the su bject who
see in it vast possibilities and also grea t da ngers and
problems.
These papers are written from two points of view.
Mr. Ba ss's pa per is in the nature of an exposition of the
general principles of successful incentive plans referring
especially to executives and key men. Mr. Emerson's
paper deals only with the selling phases of business and
stresses the mana geria l side of informal sales incentives.
T here are many excellent ideas in Mr. Emerson's paper
also which deal with the proper relationship which the
comptroller and cost manager should maintain with the
sales department.
Mr. Art hu r W . Bass, the author of the first paper,
wa s for a nu mb er of ye a r s t he Secreta ry a nd Au ditor of
the Webster Ma nu fa cturing Company at Tiffin, Ohio,
and since 1912 has been with the Westinghou se Electric
& Ma nu factu ring Company at Ea st Pittsbu rgh, Pa.,
which organization he now serves as Assistant to the
Vice- President. Mr . Bass has long been affiliated with
our Association and is now a member of the National
Boa rd of D irect ors. His p a per wa s d elive red b efore the
Cincinnati Chapter.
Mr. Merton L. Emerson, the au thor of the second
paper, is a gradu ate of the Massa chusetts Institu te of
Technology. Du ring the Wor ld Wa r , he served as a
Ma jor and Chief of Personnel in t he Che mica l W a rfa re
Service. His business life has been devoted mainly to
engineering lines and he ha s served as President of the
La mson Company, American Pneu ma tic Service Company, and Associated Corporations of Syracuse, N. Y.
At the presen t time , he i s enga g ed a s a Consu lting Engineer with offices in Boston a nd other ea stern cities. Mr.
Emerson is actively connected with the a dministration of
his Alma Ma ter a nd T ha ye r Ac a demy a nd is a Director
of the Ark wr ight M u tu a l Insu ra nce Co mpa ny. His pa per
wa s delivered before the Boston Cha pter.
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EXECUTIVE AND KEY MEN BO NUSES
NOT infrequently have occasion to remark the importance
W Egiven
to some new application of well known ideas, processes
or materials. As an example, it became known all of 2 0 years ago
that certain vacuum tubes or cells were sensitive to light, but little
use was made of this knowledge until recent years when certain
inventors began experimenting with these cells in attempts to transmit photographs by wire and later by radio. This work awakened
them to other possible applications of the cells until now we find
them used to automatically throw on interior lighting when day
light drops to a prescribed level. Attached electrically to counting
devices they record the number of vehicles passing a certain spot
because of the shadows cast. Placed above a conveyor they automatically eject from the conveyor yeast cakes which have passed
through the labeling machine without labels. They act as smoke
detectors on chimneys and leave a record on recording meters.
Placed between the rails they throw switches as passing trains cast
their shadows. They operate traffic signals and they promise to be
the back bone of television. Merely new applications of an old
idea.
A similar illustration, and one striking the accounting field, is
found in this much discussed question of standard costs, for why
after recognizing for so many years the desirability of using in our
cost building a standard overhead rate we did not apply the same
reasoning to our direct labor costs as well as adopt standard prices
for raw materials and standard rates for spoilage, it is now a bit
hard to understand. The same objections existed to the use of
so- called actual labor and material costs as applied to overhead and
yet it necessitated engineers entering our field and pointing out the
situation to us.
Our topic of to -night represents another of these broadened applications to which we have been rather slow in our reactions for
incentives are by no means a new subject to us. We have quite
generally applied them as a stimulus to manual workers for some
decades, but it has been only in recent years that there has been
any appreciable interest shown in their use with supervisors and
executives. We may like to think that the workman in the shop
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will reveal his possibilities only under the stimulus of a financial
incentive and that the man in a supervisory position goes his limit
constantly, merely because of his native ambition, but most of us
know that we have reached a stage where the securing of increased
profits lies more in the field of better management than in greater
effort on the part of shop workmen, so the time has come when we
may wisely study methods of trying out on management that same
spur which has accomplished so much with the manual worker, or
once more broaden the application of an old tool.
Standard Costs are beginning to emerge from the discussion
stage to an era of active operation and it is partly because of this
that we confidently may expect the discussion which now constitutes our main activity in the matter of supervisory bonuses to soon
crystalize into more general attempts at experimentation in that
line, for not only does a modern Standard Cost installation prepare
the way for such bonuses but the latter become increasingly desirable if we are to assure the actual meeting of the standards forming
the basis of our costs.
What are some of the primary factors needing consideration in
approaching this question of key men bonuses? In an industrial
organization, the manufacturing department usually seems to offer
an easier problem than do either the Sales or Engineering Departments, so let us start our study with an application of bonus to a
department foreman. All bonuses should as far as possible be a
direct reward for accomplishment, so our first consideration will
be the particular accomplishments we desire from our foremen.
We can at least say that two of his more important duties are the
control of his direct labor and his overhead costs and if defective
workmanship is not treated as a part of the overhead we might
add this control of spoilage as a third factor. If a Standard Cost
system already has been installed we naturally will have standards
in operation for each of these three factors and it becomes a relatively simple task to determine to what extent the foremen are either
bettering or failing to meet these standards. Should they fail to
meet the standards, no bonus would be earned but if the standards
are bettered there is a measurable saving to the company, a portion of which can be set aside for bonus payments. This probably represents the nearest approach to an ideal form of super 90
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visory bonus, first because it is based on a fairly direct measure of
current accomplishment and second, because the bonus is paid out
of a fund created from savings, thereby necessitating no special action on the part of the Board of Directors as is usually the case if
the fund is created by an appropriation from Surplus.
All executives, however, cannot be dealt with through a plan
as simple as the one outlined for foremen, and moving to the other
end of the scale we find such executives as the President, Comptroller, and possibly some of the Vice - Presidents whose accomplishments can be measured in no more direct way than by the
profits of the company. Profits are far removed from the ideal
stimulus to current effort, for today's accomplishment of these
higher executives may not be reflected in profits for many months,
but so far no better measuring stick has been found. Between
these two extreme examples as outlined for the shop foreman and
the President of a company lie all graduations of bonus applications and in general the further up the line the bonus is applied
the less direct is the measurement.
I am not going to attempt the outline of a specific plan for the
operation of supervisory bonuses for while many of you might
think that would be the most constructive way of spending our
evening together, such attempts usually prove disappointing to the
majority of those present. The presentation of a detailed cost
plan for the lumber industry to a group representing paper and
steel mills or possibly job shops is about as stimulating as receiving
a Christmas present from your wife consisting of table linen. Key
men bonus applications may need quite as much diversity as cost
applications, for their form will depend largely on character of
organization, nature of wage system used in the shop, accounting
methods followed, and other factors too numerous to mention.
Our time would seem best occupied by a review of some of the
important questions which must receive consideration in most concerns contemplating such bonuses.
A primary requisite of any bonus plan which is expected to stimulate effort is that it be announced in advance of the period during
which it is to operate and that its provisions be well understood by
the participants. Only under such conditions can the efforts of
the participants be applied to the accomplishment of those things
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for which the bonus is paid. This of course marks a sharp distinction between bonuses paid for specific achievements and those
paid out for establishing a general condition of good will on the
part of the employee, such as special disbursements made at Christmas time or whenever the company feels they can afford to do so.
Bonuses of this latter variety, in my opinion, should be excluded
from our present discussion, since they are hardly more than makeshifts, pending a serious study of the real problem of bonus
incentives.
As already indicated, the bonus funds may be set up either from
savings in expense per unit of accomplishment or th ey ma y be
created by an act of the Directors in setting aside a portion of Surplus, but however created one of the first questions is to determine
who shall participate in the bonus payments. Some companies
arrive at a quick solution of this problem by including only those
above a certain salary level. This has certain objections, one of
which is that some older employees may be included whose salaries
represent a value attained by them at the height of their active
career but which is already out of line with their present contribution to the business. To avoid this and certain other objections to
the fixed salary dividing line, some concerns create the list of participants by a careful review of the personnel to determine which
men occupy directing positions such as can affect materially expenses or profits. Sometimes an initial small group of participants
is selected and these may recommend the inclusion of others who
in their opinion will be able through possible savings under their
control to contribute to the bonus fund more than the amount they
would draw from it.
Having determined the list of participants, there arises the question as to what share of the bonus each participant shall receive.
This is partly answered by the structure of the bonus plan itself,
for if the accomplishments of the various individuals or possibly
groups of individuals are directly measurable there will be instead
of one bonus fund several. When, however, there are two or more
participants in a given fund, some equitable basis must be chosen
for its distribution. Here again we may follow the easy course
and divide the bonus in relation to the salaries of the participants
but this might be a poor measure of the effective effort put forth
92
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by each in creating the fund. Two men may receive the same
salary and yet their positions may differ greatly in their relative
opportunities to effect savings. Because of this it is often found
preferable to assign to each participant in a given fund a point
rating which represents the management's judgment of the individual's ability and opportunity to contribute savings to the bonus
fund. This latter plan is followed by the General Motors Corporation, where all employees receiving salaries of $5,000 or more a
year are included in the bonus distributions. The shares received
however have no necessary relation to their salaries but are based
rather on a very highly developed questionnaire which must be
filled out for each participant by his department head and then
submitted to the general bonus committee. This not only establishes comparative ratings between men within a department but
makes possible also a rating between men of different departments
for in the General Motors Corporation the various bonus groups
are very broad.
Another feature requiring consideration in any bonus plan is
the medium and frequency of payment of bonuses earned. Among
the mediums more commonly used are cash, profit or bonus sharing
certificates, or company stock. Opinion differs considerably in
this regard. Younger employees probably receive greater stimulation through cash payments than from any other form but payments in stock often develop, in time, a feeling of ownership and
interest in the business which is valuable. If the concern is one
faced with fluctuating demands for expansion it is desirable to
leave it optional with the company whether bonus payments shall
be made in cash or stock, depending on conditions at the time
payments are made. Frequency of payment depends much on the
class of participants involved as well as on the nature of the business and its accounting methods. If the bonus plan provides for
fairly direct measures of current accomplishment it is usually considered wise to recognize such accomplishment promptly in the
shape of monthly bonus payments. If the nature of the business
or the accounting methods makes difficult a dependable showing of
current results monthly, part of the bonus can be paid based on
the statements as issued and the remainder placed in a reserve for
later payment or for the absorption of intermittent or delayed
93
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charges applying to periods for which partial bonuses have been
paid. Bonus payments to those occupying the more responsible
managerial positions are more often made on a quarterly or annual basis, partly because the results of their efforts are not subject to dependable measurement except over longer periods and
also because the need of and therefore stimulation from monthly
payments is not so great with this element of management.
While as a general rule, bonuses prove most effective when paid
as direct recognition of measurable accomplishment on the part of
the individual there is a danger of over - emphasizing individual or
even group performance to the detriment of general cooperative
effort. To offset such a possible result a study can be made of
those individuals or groups whose activities have an interrelation
and part of the savings normally routing to each of such funds
may be placed in a common pool from which disbursements could
then be made to all participants in the related groups. By a judicious use of such pooling arrangements the individual key -men can
be educated out of too narrow a departmental viewpoint into a
broader consideration of the general company good. With every
key -man interested in everything which makes for inefficiency or
waste in a company there is likely to be a new spirit in all departments and a desire to keep each individual door -yard clean.
Another factor in the drafting of a bonus plan which must receive careful consideration is to see that the emphasis placed on
the securing of certain results does not endanger the control of
other factors not covered by the plan. We know, for example,
that when first establishing incentive wage systems which aim to
speed up production among shop workmen we sometimes find it
necessary to strengthen the force of inspectors if we are to avoid
the sacrifice of quality for speed. Likewise, in starting bonuses
for manufacturing supervisors we might base the earnings on control of direct labor and overhead expense only to find that delivery
dates on emergency orders were no longer being met largely because the supervisors, in their efforts to control overhead, were
reluctant to permit overtime work with the overtime bonus which
is often paid, or they would object to interrupting the more routine
orders in favor of these emergency jobs because of the increased
expense for machine set -ups. As a result, where the meeting of
94
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promised delivery dates represents an important factor in the operations it may be desirable to incorporate this feature in the bonus
plan itself.
This danger of jeopardizing accomplishment along one line by
overstimulation through a bonus plan of some related activity is
considerably in evidence and rather difficult of solution when we
approach bonus plans for key -men in the Sales and Engineering
Departments.
Let us assume that we have set a certain allowance to cover engineering expense for each unit or dollar's worth of product sold.
There naturally might be expected a tendency on the part of these
engineers to confine their expense to a figure sufficient only for
handling the orders actually booked and immediately reduce activity on those forward looking developments of a research nature
which might not contribute any increase in sales volume fur some
years to come. In short, the endeavor to fatten current bonus
earnings might seriously affect the company's future position in
the industry. Of course if it is possible to make either an actual
or an accounting separation of the engineering activities between
the demands of current orders and future pioneering, the difficulty is not so serious but often the same group of engineers are
involved in both phases of the work and a bonus application under
such a condition requires very careful study. A similar condition
often exists in the Sales Department where considerable time and
expense may be required for the cultivation of a prospective customer before the efforts result in a flow of orders, or an intensive
advertising campaign may seem desirable from which full fruitage
can not be expected for some time to come. If bonuses are offered
to Sales heads based on control of selling expenses within some
prescribed relation to sales volume these forward looking efforts
may be sacrificed for immediate gain for some bonus participants
will hesitate to make expenditures to -day from which his successor
may be reaping the benefits.
In voicing some of the rough spots in supervisory bonus plans
and the difficulties which may attend their introduction, I should
not want to be considered as viewing with alarm their increasing
use. They appear to be a tool of management which has considerable possibilities and which will deserve a prolonged period of
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study and experimentation. In the early days of industrial activity
the manual worker was the predominating element on our payrolls. The analytical element as represented by our accounting
people was conspicuous by its absence and even in the management
end there was only a vestige of the organization with which most
of us are familiar to -day. The payrolls of those days easily might
have shown io manual workers to every brain worker. In many
industries to -day the brain workers exceed the manual workers,
and we are still far from the end of that transition from hand to
machine labor which leaves our payrolls carrying a larger and still
larger proportion of managers, supervisors, analysts, commercial
people and research workers. We found incentives valuable when
the manual worker was the predominant factor on our payrolls.
Our problem to -day is less and less the stimulation of hand labor.
A trip through a modern steel plant is almost like a trip through
the Canadian woods as far as human population is concerned. On
a recent visit to one of our plants manufacturing small instruments,
the Manager called my attention as we walked through to various
newly developed machines and mechanical devices which had recently been installed of a fully automatic nature supplanting previous hand labor and then pointed out present labor operations
which would be independent of human effort inside of another
year. In many cases parts were passing from automatics on which
they were made directly into hoppers of other automatics which
performed inspection operations and from these latter they went
on into assemblies which required but few operators.
Is it any wonder that with this radical change in the character
of our payrolls we are beginning to discuss incentives for the brain
worker. Of course we'll have some difficulties for we're only beginning to develop our technique along that line but if we're to
make real progress in that development it must be by starting
action rather than standing at a distance and discussing the crudities and possible dangers of present attempts of others. Refinement of methods will come much faster after a plan is once inaugurated than through a mass of discussion in anticipation of a
start. Furthermore, instead of dealing with the manual worker
who was usually separated from what he called "The Management"
by so great a distance as to leave him a bit suspicious of fair deal 96
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ing we are now dealing with management itself and if our initial
attempts at supervisory bonuses need modification as we gain experience these changes can be made with much less danger of unfavorable reactions from the participants. I anticipate that just
as Standard Costs have been the outstanding development in industrial accounting during the last few years, the next important
step is going to be along the line we are discussing to -night for
with the salary man now forming so large an element of our payrolls it becomes increasingly important that we find ways of stimulating in him that high degree of application and efficiency which
has been developed among the manual workers and with the further
advance of Standard Costs we should have ready at hand the bases
on which to build our bonus structure.
THE USE OF SALES INCENTIVES TO CONTROL
SA L E S A N D P RO F I T S
original subject for this year wa s "The E ffect of Sales
T HE
Incentives on Selling Costs ". The viewpoint from which I
approach this subject is that of a Director or an Executive, rather
than that of the General Sales Manager, and so I have taken the
liberty of changing the wording of the subject so that it will read
— "The Use of Sales Incentives to Control Sales and Profits ".
It may be that no change was necessary for it is perhaps self evident that any change in selling costs, unless other factors are
involved, must affect profits either by gain or loss. However, I
believe it is important always to have in mind that unless "Incentives" of any kind do increase profits, we accomplish nothing of
real moment by using them.
Also, in discussing this question with you —and this is another
reason why I have changed the wording of the subject —I am
assuming that the position which you gentlemen hold in your respective businesses is that of Comptroller in the true sense of the
word; that you are at least "Controllers" or Financial Managers
of your Cost Departments, if you are not Comptrollers in fact of
your corporations, and that your real function is similar to that
of everybody else in any real organization, which is to assist in
creating profits.
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Analyzing our subject, it is evident that we should discuss what
sales incentives are and how and when sales incentives can be
used to increase profits.
Before I go further, I am going to put the cart before the horse,
so to speak, and say that my conclusions will be that the real purpose of sales incentives should be to control sales as a means of
getting maximum profits. This is the answer which I h ope to
prove to you. I wish to mention it at this time, since I expect that
you will agree with me that sales incentives have a very much
larger function than that of merely increasing sales or decreasing
costs.
Some of the things which I am going to say to you here perhaps
may be considered more argumentative than persuasive. This is
bound to be your conclusion unless you should all agree with me,
and I sincerely hope that you will not, for I am certain that a
general discussion will bring out many valuable points, which will
benefit all of us.
Your President has suggested that sales incentives might well
be considered in connection with selling, in the same manner, perhaps, as wage incentives are considered, in connection with
production.
The question of compensation of salesmen is a very difficult one.
Possibly we make it too difficult at times, but in the final analysis
it depends on the worth of what is sold, which after all is just
another way of expressing production. Bonuses or other forms
of compensation are a most tangible incentive to salesmen, but
there are so many incentives which increase sales and which affect
salesmen, both directly and indirectly, without their being a party
to them, that their production cannot always be measured so easily
or so fairly, at least to their companies, as the usual production
of a factory worker. For example, if new machinery were installed in a factory, the operatives would readily admit the need
of new piece rates, but when new machinery is installed for distribution, such as an increased advertising program, the salesmen
might seriously, and perhaps with reason, object to a change in
their piece rates. It seems necessary therefore to discuss sales
incentives in rather a broad way.
Let us consider what are sales incentives. The obvious answer,
98
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sales.

crease

it seems to me, is that sales incentives are anything that will inCertain incentives immediately occur to us, for example,
( i ) larger advertising programs.
( 2 ) new products or new models.
(3) lower prices or advance notice of higher prices.
(4) an increase in the size of the selling staff.
(5) a new General Sales Manager or even a new Comptroller, or
other changes in the Company's organization.
(6) new territories or a greater coverage of territories.
(7) competitive sales campaign between districts or departments
or men.
(8) bonus payments or special prizes to salesmen.
(9) appeals to ambition and to pride.
All selling incentives of which I can conceive cost money, with
one exception perhaps —an exception which is one of the strongest
incentives —viz., ambition and pride. Of course, people are always
willing to spend money to save money, and that is what sales incentives are for, but when a program is put up to the Board of
Directors they are going to ask immediately, and properly so,
"What is it going to cost ?" They are perfectly willing to accept
the savings but there must be a budget and estimate of expected
results.
I noticed in your printed program that Mr. Barber of the Walworth Company gave you a talk in December on "Forecasts and
Budgets ".' I do not need, of course, to repeat any of the fundamental truths which I know h e put before you in a most able
manner. His problems of forecasts and budgets for a manufacturing- merchandising business, are quite different from those of
a lawyer's office or a certified public accountant's office, and their
problems in turn differ from those of a contracting or an engineering outfit. Each one, however, has the same fundamental
selling problem, which is; how much are they going to sell within
the calendar year, when are they going to sell and what is it going
to cost to sell. In other words, we have before us always the intricate problem of making profits.
Looking at the selling problem broadly, you will agree that in a
N. A. C. A. Bulletin, Section I, February 15, 1930, Vol. XI. No. 12.
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modern corporation working on a quota- budget basis it must be
pretty well pre - determined what should be sold in a given year,
not only in gross but in separate items, if a line of goods is carried,
also what is to be sold in different parts of the country and by
individual salesmen. Every successful business has a plan of sales
campaign, either on paper or in the back of someone's head, who
perhaps may not need to put it on paper if his business is small
enough or if he himself is big enough to carry the plans of the
campaign in this way. It is a fundamental principle that, so far
as possible, sales and deliveries must be kept at an even balanced
rate for all lines sold in order to obtain the best operating results
and therefore the maximum profits.
Right here I wish to consider sales incentives as related to compensation of salesmen, and to reach a conclusion of which I feel
very certain at least where salesmen of high caliber are concerned.
This conclusion is based upon the kind of selling with which I have
been associated and I will admit can be argued about at length.
If we follow the piece work rate plan of compensation, or any
of its various modifications, such as are used in production, we
might pay salesmen on a straight commission or equivalent basis
since such a plan, whereby the more they sell the more they make,
should provide the greatest possible incentive. However, any
one who has had experience with salesmen's compensation plans
knows that this is far from an ideal system. Irrespective of what
plans are used, it is necessary, in order to keep a good man, to pay
him what he is worth; which in turn is a factor of his yearly sales;
and his yearly income therefore must be based accordingly, irrespective of how it is worked out.
My observations are that a good salesman, and that is the only
kind that anyone can afford to have, will sell irrespective of what
may be called incentives, but that he will not and often cannot sell
what and when you want him to.
Please do not misunderstand me in this connection for I will
agree that salesmen's compensation can be worked out just as scientifically as compensation for labor of production if we have the
same more or less constant factors that pertain in production. But
with salesmen, in most instances, you are dealing with individuals
rather than groups, and these individuals are located in various
100
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territories, under different conditions, and with unequal helps and
opportunities. I have worked with straight salaries, drawing accounts, commissions, bonuses, expense allowances, and what not,
and my final conclusions are that on the whole it is better to pay
a high grade salesman a straight salary, based on average results
obtained in previous years, and be able to control him, than it is
to pay a bonus or commission form of compensation and, in many
instances, not be able to control him as he must be controlled in
any comprehensive campaign. With commission or bonus forms
of payment a man is, so to speak, on his own and cooperation and
help from others might, and in many instances would, cost him
part of his commissions. On large operations more than one man
is often needed to close a contract. On a large construction job,
for example, which may be engineered in Chicago, financed in
New York and perhaps owned in the South, many men may be
involved. Perhaps this is not an average example, so let's take
a salesman selling two lines of goods, one more profitable to him
than the other. The General Sales Manager for very good reasons
may wish the salesman to concentrate for the time being on the
line which is less profitable to the salesman, but the salesman, being human, will not do this because it costs him money on his commission basis.
To give a concrete example of selling incentives not working
out as they theoretically were supposed to do: Some years ago a
well -known corporation had not received as much volume of new
business as it expected during the year. Accordingly extra compensation in a bonus form was paid salesmen for business received
in December. The result was that December had the largest volume in the company's history. Some business that should have gone
into November was carried into December. But the real result was
that January was milked dry and practically no business was obtained in that month. The shoyving for the particular year in new
business was improved but that did not help profits, for expenses
were actually increased and the whole business machine was thrown
out of balance. In other words there was no control; any kind of
business was taken, and disorganization was the natural result.
In another instance about which I know, money prizes were
given salesmen for the largest number of individual orders taken
and for an increase in number of orders over previous quotas. The
101
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result was that prizes were won by those salesmen who most ingeniously sub - divided orders into the largest number of small
orders.
Criticism can be made that these campaigns were not properly
planned. However, my conclusion, which I have already stated, is
that the real function of sales incentives is to get salesmen to do the
kind of selling you wish them to do when you wish them to do it;
in other words, to control sales.
Let me point out again that I am discussing this subject from the
viewpoint of the Directors and the Management, rather than from
that of the General Sales Manager, in that I am assuming perhaps
that we have an efficient sales department in every way similar to
an efficient production department. Or, to put it another way, I am
expecting from the sales department a definite quota of sales, just
as we would expect from a factory a definite number of production
units — automobiles, for example —which must be produced, and
produced in a most efficient manner, but at the same time must be
produced.
I will agree that much can be done to increase the productivity of
individual salesmen just as has been done with production men,
but my opinion is that this is more a question of sales management
and we have a right to expect an efficient sales department. In
other words, incentives to salesmen as part of their compensation
or otherwise, have had little to do with increasing profits in operations with which I have had experience.
This, then, is not theory on my part. I have in mind two concrete examples, which perhaps are sufficient to explain my viewpoint.
r. In a certain large corporation, with the same group of salesmen —and where most scientific study had been given to every
kind of salesmen's incentives in the usual sense of the word —sales
were increased 50 70' in two years' time and orders i 0 0 % by a campaign controlled by sales incentives and the principal incentive used
was an appeal to pride and ambition. There was a well thought
out sales plan, which was developed by using every conceivable
kind of sales incentive, the purpose of which was to keep the sales
load even and balanced, week by week and month by month, cutting
prices, raising prices, advertising, special helps, and even extra
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bonuses for special definite results, used each in turn as became
necessary to put the campaign across.
2. In another instance, a large amount of money had to be
raised within a certain period, —in other words, an average for so
much per "unit day ". The sales campaign, for so it was, slumped
for certain reasons in the middle of the campaign. The plotted
"money pledged" curve showed it. A large college was raising some
$4,000,000 in order to secure another $4,000,000 from a so- called
"Mr. Smith ". Every millionaire in the country except the right
one was accused of being "Mr. Smith ". The most likely candidate,
and I think he was my favorite, was Mr. Frick. In the middle of
this campaign Mr. Frick died. Immediately the campaign came
almost to a standstill; in other words sales dropped. I will not go
into the psychology of the thing, but obviously a sales incentive
was needed. Only one man knew who "Mr. Smith" was; that was
the President of the college. After considerable persuasion he
gave out an interview which the papers carried in their headlines
that "Frick was not Smith ". This proved to be the correct sales
incentive, for the campaign curve immediately resumed its proper
slope. In other words, an incentive was used to control a sales
campaign.
Referring to selling costs, there are three ways to increase
profits; (i) by increasing sales at a greater ratio than selling costs,
( 2 ) by decreasing costs at a greater ratio than sales, and ( 3 ) a
combination of the two methods.
Sales incentives should increase sales at a greater ratio than the
cost of the incentives. That does not, however, always happen.
But the real test of sales incentives is: do they increase profits?
They can be used in many instances as a stimulant to secure definite
results and, as is the case with stimulants, sometimes important reactions do follow their use.
In order to further bring out what I have in mind in connection
with using sales incentives as a means of control, let me take a
concrete example and assume that the sales quota of a mythical
corporation is $12,000,000 a year and consists of four products,
which for simplicity are of equal value, or $3,000,000 each. The
General Sales Manager then has not only got to sell $i,000,000
worth of products a month but he must sell $2 50 ,0 00 of each product every month in order to meet the ideal condition for maximum
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profits. This, and keeping his selling costs within his budget, are
his two principal problems. To be sure, if he sells $2,000,000 worth
of goods in one month and nothing the next month, or even $2,000,0oo of one line only, his selling expense ratio is theoretically
not affected but the results which such unbalancing will have on the
manufacturing end of the business, for example, is self evident.
Here then, I believe, is where the real use of sales incentives
comes in. One of the greatest sales incentives is, of course, that of
cutting the price to see what the market price is. For it can truly
be said that anything will sell at some price.
Here then, too, is where the great importance of proper records
comes in as a part of sales incentives. The General Sales Manager is a General in the true sense of the word; perhaps a Brigadier General rather than a Major General, since he comes under
the General Manager and higher executive officers. He is engaged
in carrying on a most intricate campaign; his salesmen may be considered the infantry and the publicity and advertising units may, if
you please, be considered the cavalry or artillery, depending on the
circumstances and back of all is his source of supply; all governed
by the general staff. The importance of facts in connection with
any selling campaign is, that without cost control very great losses
can occur; whereas, with the facts, the staff can direct a campaign
in which, in an emergency, the selling costs and even overhead costs
can be thrown over board and still, if the operation is not too long
continued, no actual loss may result. On the other hand, any sale
at less than the true cost of labor and material furnished is pretty
nearly bound to be a loss in fact and the actual situation is one
which only the Comptroller can properly interpret to the General
Sales Manager and to the Executive Staff.
The Staff and the General Sales Manager must, therefore, have
the facts to carry on their campaign. Operations must be balanced
by all possible incentives. If necessary they will cut prices or provide more advertising or start various kinds of sales incentives.
Let me say here that the greatest possible inducement which, perhaps, any salesman has is the unconscious incentive of trying to
beat his own sales quota. Salesmen will also respond to a challenge or to anything that affects their pride. Time and again when
sales in certain months have dropped and it has been necessary to
raise the curve, I have known telegrams from the General Sales
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Manager or the President asking for this assistance to immediately bring results; in fact I have never known them to fail.
In connection with these campaigns, the General Sales Manager
must, of course, know his men and their records as kept by the
Comptroller. He must know not only what it cost to sell the jobs
that were sold but also, and sometimes more important, what it cost
not to sell the jobs that were not sold. Some men pay and some
don't, and that is true of lines sold and of the territories in which
they are sold. In the end, time always tells the story of what the
results were; but if we wait for time to tell us the story we can
rest assured that the company has suffered a great deal in the
meantime. What those in authority particularly need from Cost
Accountants and Comptrollers is that all records shall be supplied
quickly; not necessarily to the last cent, but quickly; in order that
trends may be noticed and corrections made. And in this connection I believe that Comptrollers should submit comments and suggestions as well as records.
Those of us who have to do with managing a business should
expect, and can expect, Cost Accountants and Comptrollers to consider most carefully and sympathetically the selling side of the
business, for without sales there can be no business. Therefore,
everything done in business, so far as possible, should be a sales
help. The selling department has got to sell and sell at a profit if
the business is to live. More than that, to make a maximum profit,
sales, I repeat for emphasis, must be at a balanced rate, in other
words, controlled as per a preconceived plan. In many businesses
sales are seasonal in their nature but that situation has to be overcome as far as possible.
To repeat again; there must be a balanced load in order to get a
good profit curve. Sales which might come in next month very
often must be brought into this month. Certain lines may need to
be stimulated. Working on a definite program, executives of a
company must know how that program is progressing; what are
the facts, what are the costs, what are the profits or losses. These
facts should not come as records of the past but as helping tools for
the future. With these facts at hand, sales incentives can be applied as needed.
One of the greatest incentives for increased sales is the General
Sales Manager himself, for, given a plan and a policy, unless it is
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properly directed and carried out it cannot be a success. One of
the General Sales Manager's many handicaps is that salesmen often
believe that their prices are high because the costs are higher than
their competitors; and that costs are high because the cost department does not know where it stands, or is way behind in its work.
However, with proper cooperation from the cost department and
the Comptroller, the General Sales Manager can know exactly
where he stands at all times and can reflect his feelings to his own
staff ; that he has all the facts, that he knows exactly the costs, not
only of production but also of distribution, and not only estimated
and allowable costs but also actual costs right up to date.
In discussing this question of sales incentives, you can, perhaps,
well say that I have not touched particularly on the subject of incentives to individual salesmen. I hope I have not too arbitrarily
dismissed that side of the question by saying that, in my own experience at least, salaries based on general results seem to be the
most workable arrangement. Also, I have not touched on what
can be called general incentives, such as the regular advertising
program. Neither have I gone into detail regarding many of the
incentives which I mentioned but the point which I hope that I
have brought out is, that the use of sales incentives is particularly
adapted for controlling sales quotas and in this way increasing
profits.
Until the days of Federal tax returns, which permit write -offs
for losses, depreciation, amortization and the rest, many people did
not know, and perhaps did not want to know, what their actual
profits were.
A story, which I know to be true, relates that a famous old New
England concern, now part of a nationally known corporation, consisted of several brothers, who used to get together at the end of
each year. The eldest would say, "We have so much money on
hand. We need so much to run the business. The balance is our
profit —we will divide it ".
When one stops to think of it, however, there were some sound
accounting methods in their procedure; for they paid as they went
along.
A sales incentive which I particularly wish to mention; and
which I have held until the last; is that you gentlemen here (and
all men of your profession) become sales minded. Let my say that
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I think all of the men in your profession are becoming more and
more human every day. I do not know as I can tell you just how
to become sales minded except to follow the old rule and put yourself so far as possible into the other fellow's place. Let me suggest, however, that you in every possible way convince the salesmen that you are the financial managers from a helpful viewpoint;
that you have got to keep control in order to keep their company
and your company (yours and theirs) stable and profitable; that
you want their help; that you are no more book- keepers than they
are peddlers; that records are concrete, useful tools, not guess
sheets and postmortems. Also, when a salesman makes a mistake
in adding his expense account, admit that sometimes your own
bank statement does not balance the first time.
To the General Sales Manager, in particular, you can be a real
sales incentive and a real friend. The General Sales Manager
sometimes. thinks he is judged by volume of sales. I need not say
that the corporation with a real Comptroller and a real Cost Department judges the General Sales Manager by net profits, not by
gross sales.
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